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1. Introduction 

Fries and Dreyer [4] state “We derive an analytic solution for the capillary rise of liquids in 

a cylindrical tube or a porous medium in terms of height h as a function of time t. The implicit 

t(h) solution by Washburn is the basis for these calculations and the Lambert W function is used 

for its mathematical rearrangement.” 

In this comment we point out (i) that the porous medium model presented by Fries and 

Dreyer [4] does not cite the porous medium model of Green and Ampt [5] developed before the 

capillary tube model of Washburn [16], with both leading to the same solution; and (ii) that the 

Lambert W solution they provide is, in the case of porous media flow, identical to the solution 

earlier presented by Barry et al. [2] as an explicit form of the equation by Green and Ampt [5]. 

Below, we use FD and the appropriate number to refer to equations and figures presented 

in [4]. 

2. Brief Description of the Contribution of Green and Ampt [5] 

In their famous paper, Green and Ampt [5] presented theory and experimental data ad-

dressing the question of liquid flow in a uniform porous medium. Their theory was developed by 

consideration of the Hagen-Poiseuille law, with explicit expressions derived for vertically upward 

and downward flow, as well as horizontal flow. Their work predates that of Lucas [8] and the 

equally famous paper of Washburn [17], which is even more cited than the Green and Ampt [5] 

paper. In addition, in another early paper Bell and Cameron [3] validated the square-root-of-time 

dependence of distance travelled by liquids in horizontal capillaries prior to [8] and [17]. 
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Fries and Dreyer [4] consider capillary rise, for which Eq. (10) of Green and Ampt [5] ap-

plies equally well. The capillary rise equation of Green and Ampt [5] is (keeping as much as poss-

ible their original notation): 

 (1)  

where  is the wetted distance in the soil, t is time, SGA is porosity (notation changed from the 

original paper to avoid confusion with S, used below), KGA (notation changed from original paper 

to avoid confusion with K in [4]) “is a constant of the soil depending on capillary forces acting on 

the moving boundary of the water” (pg. 6, [5]) and 

 (2)  

which, corresponding to Darcy’s law, is an expression for the saturated hydraulic conductivity, Ks, 

of the capillary tube “porous medium”. Thus, in normal porous media notation, P = Ks. 

Fries and Dreyer [4] use an averaged single-capillary version of Eq. (2) to connect the Ha-

gen-Poiseuille and Darcy flow laws. In Eq. (2),  is the magnitude of gravitational acceleration, 

 is the sum of radii of a bundle of capillaries, A is the cross-sectional area, s is the liquid’s 

density and η is its viscosity. The model in Eq. (1), along with its counterparts for vertically 

downward and horizontal flow, was used by Green and Ampt [5] to analyze corresponding labor-

atory experiments wherein KGA and P were determined. Green and Ampt [5], in their Eq. (11), al-

so provide the solution to Eq. (1) for the condition (0) = 0. Their solution is (correcting an ob-

vious typographical error): 
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 (3)  

To account for a non-vertical capillary rise, one merely changes  in Eq. (2) to , 

where  is the angle of inclination as given in Fig. FD2. In Eq. (1), we make the substitutions  = 

h, PKGA/ SGA =  and P/ SGA = b to obtain Eq. (FD8): 

 
(4)  

This basically concludes our first point. However, because of differences in notation that can easi-

ly lead to confusion we add the following. 

If notation differences are accounted for, when the definition of P in Eq. (2) is simplified to 

the “single capillary tube” porous medium found in [4], the expression for b in Eq. (4) that is de-

duced from  = b is identical to that given in Eq. (FD7). 

Turning to the parameter  in Eq. (4), in [4] it is given by Eq. (FD6): 

 (5)  

where the notation is identical to that in [4]. Since Green and Ampt [5] did not provide a precise 

mathematical definition of KGA, it is clear that their model and Eq. (FD8) are identical. Indeed, a 

“capillary tube” definition for KGA is provided by Eqs. (FD6), (FD7) and (FD24): 

 (6)  
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where the first term in parentheses on the right side is the capillary pressure for a liquid a tube 

as given by the Young-Laplace law while the second is the inverse of the body force per unit vo-

lume experienced by the liquid in the tube. The latter equalities in Eq. (6) are simply Eq. (FD24).  

The expression for KGA in Eq. (6) is based on the analogy, used in [4], that a porous medium 

can be modeled as an average single capillary. Clearly, this correspondence, while useful, is a li-

mited representation of a porous medium. For a porous medium the constant KGA is more appro-

priately defined in terms of macroscopic properties that can be determined experimentally. Hori-

zontal movement of a liquid in a porous medium is controlled by capillarity. For that case, Eq. 

(13) of Green and Ampt [5] is, for an initially dry medium: 

 (7)  

The cumulative infiltration per unit cross-sectional area of porous medium, I(t), i.e., the total 

amount of water entering the porous medium since t = 0, is the product of the porosity and (t), 

assuming the medium is initially dry. Then, Eq. (7) can be written as: 

 (8)  

where P in Eq. (7) has been replaced by Ks to conform to commonly used notation, as already 

mentioned above. Eq. (8) shows that imbibition into a horizontal porous medium is proportional 

to , as is of course the corresponding law of Bell and Cameron [3], Lucas [8] and Washburn 

[17] for horizontal capillary tubes. Washburn [17] also considered briefly horizontal flow in por-

ous media, again showing the  dependence of I. 

As noted, for purely horizontal imbibition the only mechanism driving the flow is capillari-

ty. Thus, the coefficient of  in Eq. (8) is simply a measure of the capacity of the porous me-
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dium’s capillarity to drive flow. This quantity, which depends on the medium’s initial moisture 

content and pressure head applied at the boundary, is called the sorptivity, S [15], a quantity that 

has a voluminous literature devoted to it (e.g., [1],[7],[10],[11],[12],[13],[14],[16]). Thus, in stan-

dard notation as commonly used, KGA in Eq. (8) is given by: 

 
(9)  

where, using the notation of [4],  is the porous medium porosity. The aforementioned expres-

sion PKGA/ SGA =  then can be used to express  is terms of standard porous medium properties, 

as shown in Eq. (13) below. 

3. Lambert W solution of Barry et al. [2] 

Fries and Dreyer [4] state that Barry et al. [2] take a “simplified form” of Eq. (FD8) – i.e., Eq. 

(4) above – in which (in the variables of [4]) the final b is replaced by , see Eq. (FD21). This, of 

course, is impossible since  and b have different dimensions, so Fries and Dreyer [4] must mean 

some dimensionless form such as they themselves take in Eq. (FD35), which corresponds to non-

dimensionalizing Eq. (FD8) such that   and b become equal. Indeed, Eq. (18) of Barry et al. [2] is: 

 (10)  

where I =  (negative sign because flow is upward) is the cumulative infiltration due to capil-

lary rise in the porous medium, 

 (11)  

and 
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(12)  

With the changes in notation discussed earlier, in Eq. (FD8) this corresponds to 

 
(13)  

and 

 (14)  

which are certainly not equal. 

4. Conclusion 

The literature on flow in porous media tends to cite either the porous medium approach of 

Green and Ampt [5], or the capillary tube model of Washburn [17]. Here, we have attempted to 

clarify the porous medium aspects of the work of Green and Ampt [5] since it was missing in the 

contribution of Fries and Dreyer [4] as well as many other similar papers, e.g., see [9]. There is 

also some confusion due to the change in notation between that used by Green and Ampt [5], by 

Washburn [17] and by the more recent concepts of hydraulic conductivity and, especially, sorp-

tivity. We conclude that this confusion may have led Fries and Dreyer [4] to overlook that their 

Lambert W porous medium solution was presented earlier by Barry et al. [2]. 
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